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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. FARM NORTH OF CALIFORNIA EVENING.

WESTERN BANJO MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. On a farm, A FARMER

in his 50’s, with a white long beard and wearing overalls

comes out from his house, WHISTLING and walks into the corn

fields to check on his corn.

As he is there, the entire corn field is gone. The Farmer is

surprise and confused.

FARMER

(confused)

What on Earth what happened to my

corn?

The Farmer walks up to his silo and opens the door, causing

it to SQUEAK. The Farmer looks into the silo to see that all

of his corn seeds are gone.

FARMER

My seeds are gone too, I wounder if

I have more in the storage

container.

The Farmer closes the door of the silo and then walks up to

the storage container.

He opens the door to see all of his corn is all gone.

FARMER

(surprised)

What they’re all gone too, OK what

is going on is some hungry rabbits

sneak in to have a craving for

corn.

Suddenly the ground starts to SHAKE and CRACK.THRILLING EVIL

CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. All of a sudden the Plant

Princess BREAKS out of the ground, while standing on a giant

leaf.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(smiles)

That’ll be me, how dare you sell

these plants so you and your kind

could eat them.

(CONTINUED)
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FARMER

(worried)

But, I sell this corn to make a

living. It’s the only way to get

money.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(mad)

I don’t care you are just making

the vegetables go extinct now it’s

your turn.

The Plant Princess SNAPS her fingers causing the ground to

SHAKE again and then CORN MONSTERS with RED GLOWING eyes and

razor sharp teeth come out of the ground.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

Get him boys

The giant Corn Monsters all ROAR and all attack the Farmer.

FARMER

(screamed)

AHHHH!!!

The Farmer SCREAMS and runs for his life. The Plant Princess

smiles and LAUGHS evilly.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASER ACT

ACT 1

FADE IN

EXT. FARM ROADS OF NORTH CALIFORNIA DAYTIME

COUNTRY CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.On the road a

rabbit is crossing the road to the other side of the room.

Then suddenly a RV comes down the road.

CUT TO

INT. ARTHUR’S RV DAYTIME MOVING

In the RV Arthur is driver seat and Paul is seating in the

front next to him.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce, Jake, Martin and Fluffy are siting in the back with

Fluffy listening to her music, Bruce is reading a comic

book, Jake is eating a taco and Martin is on his laptop.

PAUL

(smiles)

This is great that we’re going to

your parent’s farm.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(smiles)

Yes my mom and dad are getting to

that age that they needed some help

in their lives, so your mother

insisted you to help my parents out

this weekend.

BRUCE

Well it beats karate training with

mom.

MARTIN

(mentioned)

But it’s also a good weekend to get

out of the house.

FLUFFY

Well I am not getting my hands

dirty by doing work.

JAKE

You do crime fighting all of the

time.

FLUFFY

(explains)

Um yeah but I also get my nails

broken.

MARTIN

Koala Nails can’t break.

FLUFFY

(rolls her eyes)

Whatever it’s just that I don’t

feel like being dirty is just not

right.

PAUL

Well we get sweating from the

fights.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Yeah but I don’t like to get sweaty

it totally makes my fury wet.

BRUCE

You never become a hands on type of

girl only when you’re crime

fighting.

JAKE

You can’t be a hand on girls for

one day.

FLUFFY

You want a bet?

BRUCE

Yeah you go one weekend being a

hands one type of girl.

FLUFFY

And if I lose?

JAKE

Oh I know you have to clean the

winner’s uniform after karate

training.

FLUFFY

You have a bet Big Bruce

Fluffy and Bruce both shake hands.

CUT TO

EXT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS FARM DAYTIME

Arthur’s RV drives right next to the farmhouse and parks to

a stop.

Then Arthur’s parents LEELA NICKELS in her 60s white hair,

happy, carrying nice has blue eye came out from the house,

then ANDY NICKELS in his 70s has now hair, grumpy, nice, and

rude came out from the house with his cane come out from the

house.

LEELA NICKELS

Oh Arthur it’s good to see you

again.

Leela then hugs Arthur. And then Arthur hugs Andy.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR NICKELS

(smiles)

Hey mom hey dad.

ANDY NICKELS

(smiled)

It’s so good to see you again boy.

ARTHUR NICKELS

It’s good to see you guys again and

now theses are a couple of helpers

from a friend of mine.

PAUL

(smiles)

Hello Mr. Nickels

Paul shakes Any’s hand.

ANDY NICKELS

Hah looks like you have hairy hands

you got here.

LEELA NICKELS

Are you Koalas?

PAUL

(nervous)

Koalas no.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(explains)

Oh they know I told them.

BRUCE

Ah come on man not cool dude.

JAKE

I know, now they’re going put this

on the internet. And soon everyone

will wanting to see us and takes

pictures of us. That will be so

cool

FLUFFY

I hope they get my good side.

LEELA NICKELS

(explains)

Oh relax we won’t revel your secret

to the world.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

Well thank you for that Mrs.

Nickels.

Suddenly Fluffy gets swarmed by a lot of FLIES, causing the

flies to BUZZ around her. Fluffy swat them away from her.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Uh these flies are so terrible.

Paul, Bruce, Martin and Jake all look at Fluffy.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

I mean these flies are so great, we

could train them to braid my fur.

JAKE

(smiles)

That a girl Furious Fluffy.

BRUCE

Keep it up for a week or else.

Fluffy flicks a fly away from her in disgust.

FADE TO

INT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS HOUSE KITCHEN DAYTIME

Inside of Arthur Nickel’s parents’ house the Koalas are

sitting at the kitchen table.

Leela POURS a cup of lemonade for Paul and then for Bruce.

ANDY NICKELS

So what brings you Koalas to the

farmlands?

MARTIN

Simple, our mom wants us to get out

of the house more often.

PAUL

(explains)

So Arthur asked us to help you guys

out with the farm work.

LEELA NICKELS

(smiles)

Well we do need more help.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY NICKELS

And with my bad back acting up.

BRUCE

(mentioned)

And with more hands we’ll get the

job done quicker.

PAUL

So what do you need us to do?

JAKE

Besides Fluffy is ready for this.

FLUFFY

Oh yes I am ready for anything.

FADE TO

EXT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS FARM TOOL SHED DAYTIME

At the tool shed Any opens the door, suddenly the tool shed

door collapses and falls onto the ground.

Leela goes into the tool shed and grabs 6 pairs of working

gloves, and Andy grabs some gardening tools and a hoe.

JAKE

Oh Big Bruce have one of those, he

uses it to fight crime, and help

mom with the garden, and it’s can

be used to get those hard to reach

places.

BRUCE

(mad)

Oh you got to be kidding me.

Bruce punches Jake in the shoulder.

JAKE

Ouch.

ANDY NICKELS

Ready to get started?

The Koalas all smile.

WESTERN CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.

MONTAGE:

(CONTINUED)
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Fluffy steps in a mud puddle and then the pigs start to

surround Fluffy. Fluffy has a disgusted look upon her face.

Paul then look at Fluffy, then Fluffy’s face turns into a

happy face.

Martin and Arthur are working on the tractor. Arthur opens

the lid of the tractor suddenly the funnel of the tractor

broke off and fall to the ground causing it to DINGS on the

ground. All of a sudden the entire tractor fall to pieces.

Then Andy came over.

ANDY NICKELS

Ahh that tractor is getting old

anyway.

Jake and Bruce are in the pumpkin path. Bruce picks up a

pumpkin off of the ground and put in onto the wagon,

suddenly Jake appears behind Bruce wearing a jack o lantern

as a mask.

BRUCE

(screamed)

AHHHH!

Bruce does a jump snap kick at the jack o lantern that Jake

was wearing causing it to break, causing Jake to fall over

on another pumpkin causing the pumpkin to BREAK and

SPLATTER.

JAKE

Dude can you take a joke.

Bruce throws a pumpkin right at Jake SPLATTERING it all over

Jake while he is on the ground.

BRUCE

Not funny bro.

Paul, Fluffy, Leela and Andy Nickels as all in the berry

fields holding baskets of blue berries. Fluffy then eat some

of her blue berries that are in her causing some blue jam to

appear all over her face. Fluffy then turned with blue jam

on her face. Paul, Andy, and Leela all laugh.

CUT TO

INT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS HOUSE KITCHEN EVENING

In the farmhouse that evening Leela places a basket of bread

sticks and Andy placed a big ham in the middle of the table

next to the cooked vegetables.

(CONTINUED)
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LEELA NICKELS

(smiles)

Eat as much as you want you all did

a great job today.

JAKE

Don’t mind if I do.

MARTIN

Well Furious Fluffy did most of the

work.

Fluffy starts to scratch her right arm causing dirt to came

out from her fur.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Um yes I love working on the farm

it’s so much fun then the city.

Fluffy then pulls a worm out from her fur.

FLUFFY

(smiles)

Oh look I made a new friend.

Paul put a spoon full of vegetables on his plate. Then

suddenly Paul’s ears starts to WIGGLE.

ANDY NICKELS

(asked)

You wiggle your ears, Paul that is

so amazing?

ARTHUR NICKELS

Paul what is the matter.

PAUL

Everyone we aren’t alone.

Suddenly the house starts to SHAKE and then the picture of

water SMASHES onto the kitchen floor SPILLING WATER on the

floor.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Everyone outside quickly.

CUT TO
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EXT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS FARM EVENING

Everyone come out from the farmhouse. EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC

IN THE BACKGROUND.Suddenly The Plant Princess with 2 giant

Corn Monsters, 4 TOMATO MONSTERS 7 feet tail tomatoes with

razor sharp teeth, 6 CARROT MONSTERS 8 feet tall Carrots

with razor sharp claws and 100 teeth, 8 LETTUCE MONSTERS,

and 10 PUMPKIN MONSTERS.

MARTIN

The Plant Princess again.

JAKE

And she goes crazy when it comes to

saving the planet.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

Hello Koalas, I didn’t realized

that you guys are here.

PAUL

(smiles)

Well we came here at the right

time.

ANDY NICKELS

Arthur who is that girl with that

skin condition?

ARTHUR NICKELS

(answered)

That’s the Plant Princess one of

the villains that the Koalas fight

off.

FLUFFY

Let’s just say that she has too

much of a green thumb

LEELA NICKELS

The Plant Princess, but do

Princesses used to be nice not

evil.

FLUFFY

But this one is evil.

JAKE

Why are you here?

THE PLANT PRINCESS

Simple I am freeing these helpless

vegetables from these evil farmers

from being eaten by the humans.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY NICKELS

What?

LEELA NICKELS

That’s ridiculous, why do you think

vegetables are living creatures, I

mean they are just food, there are

planet of more where they came

from.

MARTIN

I get it she thinks that vegetables

are plants too.

JAKE

But they are we just eat them,

expect broccoli stay away from it.

The Plant Princess SNAPS her fingers causing two BROCCOLI

MONSTERS yellow glowing eyes and razor sharp teeth appeared

from the ground. Jake hide behind Bruce, and Andy and Leela

hide behind Arthur.

ANDY NICKELS

It’s a good thing we don’t grow

broccoli on this farm.

JAKE

(smiles)

Now that’s a relief.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT ONE

FADE IN

ACT TWO

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.The Plant

Princess’s vegetable monsters all charged at the Koalas,

Arthur and his parents. Paul quickly throws a smoke bomb on

the ground causing a CLOUD OF SMOKE to APPEARS. As the smoke

CLEARS the Koalas, Arthur and his parents are gone.

PAUL

(shouts)

Koala Power!!!

The Koalas all do flying jump kicks at the Plant Princess’s

vegetable monsters hitting them causing them to all fly

right into the farm house CRASHING into it causing the farm

house to be destroyed.

(CONTINUED)
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ANDY AND LEELA

(together)

Our House!!!

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(orders)

Destroy them!

The Plant Princess’s vegetables monsters all charge at the

Koalas. The Koalas quickly pull out their weapons and all

charge at the vegetable monsters.

Bruce twirls his kuwa and swings it at 1 of the Tomato

monsters hitting it in the face, but the Tomato monster

grabs Bruce’s kuwa and yanks it out of Bruce’s hand. Then

the Tomato monster rolls over Bruce flatting him. Bruce then

uses his strength to pick up the tomato monster off of him

and throw it off of him ,causing it to fall onto the ground

SQUASHING it to pieces.

BRUCE

Hey mom was right eating your

vegetables does make you strong.

Bruce then punches the other Tomato monster in the face

causing it to BLOW UP causing tomato juice to cover all over

Bruce.

BRUCE

I hope this stuff comes out from my

fur.

Martin FIRES LASERS out of his glasses right at 1 of the

corn monsters causing it to heat up and causing it to POP

causing popcorn to fall to the ground.

MARTIN

(impressed)

Well look I defeated a monster and

I made a snack for everyone.

All of sudden the other Corn Monster picks up Martin up from

the ground. Martin uses his tekko to cut the Corn Monster’s

hand causing Martin to break free and then does a leg sweep

on the Corn monster, causing it to fall to the ground and

ZAPS the Corn Monster causing him to heat up and POP causing

popcorn to fall from the sky.

Jake presses a button on his skateboard, causing it to

TRANSFORM into it’s laser blaster mode. He then FIRES LASERS

it at 1 of the Broccoli monsters. The Broccoli monster gets

hit by the laser, causing it to fall to the ground.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(mad)

Eat plasma you broccoli freak.

Jake FIRES LASERS at another Broccoli monster, but the

monster opens his moth and eat the laser blast.

BRUCE

(smiles)

What do you know he really eat

plasma.

The Broccoli monster throws a punch at Jake, but Jake dodge

the punch and pulls causing it to fall to the ground. Paul

does an uppercut punch at the other Broccoli and then does a

leg sweep on the Broccoli monster breaking it’s legs and

causing it to fall to the ground. Suddenly the Broccoli

monster’s legs grow back and then throws a punch right at

Paul, but Paul blocked the punch and break the Broccoli

monster’s arm off from it and then karate chops the Broccoli

monster in half.

Fluffy throws a front snap kick at The Plant Princess, but

the Plant Princess uses he PLANT POWERS to make the grass

WRAP around Fluffy’s leg. Fluffy uses her kama break her leg

free from the grass and do another kick right at the Plant

Princess hitting her in the chest and then grabs her arm and

do a Sumi otoshi judo throw on the Plant Princess throwing

her to the ground. The Plant Princess uses her PLANT POWERS

to make a flower to appear from the ground and uses it as a

staff and hits it right at Fluffy, causing her to hit the

ground and roll over 3 times.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

As I got these powers my mission is

simple to save all plants from the

horrors of man kind that includes

fruits and vegetables.

FLUFFY

(mad)

Are you nuts fruits and vegetables

are not plants they are just food

that we eat.

MARTIN

(explains)

Well Fruits and Vegetables are

considered to be called plants too,

because they grow from the ground

and as for fruit they either grow

on trees or vines.

(CONTINUED)
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FLUFFY

(rolls her eyes)

Whatever Marty, Whatever.

The Plant Princess punches Fluffy in the face knocking her

to the ground.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

Your nerdy brother is right

vegetables are also considered

plants and they is why they needed

to be free.

The Plant Princess uses her plant powers to drag Andy and

Leela Nickels down into the ground.

ANDY NICKELS

(shouts)

Son help us.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Mom! Dad!

Arthur quickly grabs his dad’s arm, but it was too late.

Both Andy and Leela get SUCKED into the ground. Then the

Plant Princess goes back into the ground. Arthur Nickels get

angry and squeezes his fist.

ARTHUR NICKELS

(mad)

How dare she took my parents they

are old, she should’ve take me.

PAUL

It’s not your fault the princess’s

target is only farmers.

Martin looks at his koala cell.

MARTIN

And according to my Koalacell there

are no other farmers in this area.

Paul’s ears start to WIGGLE.

PAUL

That’s why they are underground.

Arthur and the other Koalas put their ears against the

ground.

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

I can’t here anything.

PAUL

(explains)

That’s why it’s 10 miles away from

here and 30 feet down.

JAKE

No we know the location and now how

are we going to get there?

MARTIN

I could create a drill machine out

from the scrap from the old tractor

and other stuff around the farm to

get there but it’ll take about 10

minutes to make.

PAUL

Well you better build that machine

quit while I am hearing those

farmers won’t last long.

FADE TO

EXT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS FARM BARN EVENING 10 MINUTES

LATER.

Moments later Martin come out from the barn, pulling the

computed drilling machine with 6 seats, 4 tires and 4

shovels at the front.

MARTIN

I told you it won’t take so long

just some tinkering and welding and

this drill machine will get up to

the Plant Princess’s lair.

BRUCE

Marty do you think this machine

will work?

MARTIN

Well I made Koalabot Mark 0.1 out

from some pipes, an old TV and a

boat motor, and a super computer

out of 3 brand new computer and 2

old ones, so this will be a walk in

the park.

(CONTINUED)
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ARTHUR NICKELS

Hey Marty we don’t want you life

story just say it’ll work.

PAUL

We know our brother anything that

he makes works.

The Koalas and Arthur get into the drilling machine. The

Drilling Machine REVS and the drills SPIN and the machine

DIGS into the ground.

CUT TO

INT. THE PLANT PRINCESS’S UNDERGROUND LAIR MOMENTS LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At the Plant

Princess’s lair, all of the farmers and Andy and Leela

Nickels are all tied up in roots. The Plant Princess smiles

as she look at all the captured farmers and Andy and Leela.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

This is great having all of you

have.

LEELA NICKELS

You captured us why?

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(explains)

It’s simple really it’s time for

dinner. For my plants that is.

The Plant Princess SNAPS her fingers causing all of the

vegetable monsters to POP out of the walls.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

Let’s see if my vegetables shall

eat you. Ahahahahahahaa.

All of a sudden the lair started to SHAKE.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

What is the meaning of this?

Then the Koala and Artur BREAK through the wall with the

drilling machine entering into the lair. The Koalas and

Arthur get out of the drilling machine.

Fluffy brushes the dirt off of her fur, then Jake looks at

Fluffy and Fluffy stops brushing the dirt off from her fur.

The Koalas go into their fighting stances.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(orders)

Jake, Fluffy you take the left, Big

Bruce, Marty you take the right,

Arthur free the farmers and your

parents I’ll take the Plant

Princess.

ACTION ROCK AND ROLL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Jake takes out

his tonfas and Fluffy takes out her kuma and leaped up into

the air and both attack the vegetable monsters on the left

side of the lair hitting them causing the vegetable monsters

to fall to the ground, then Fluffy raises her kuma in the

air and strikes it down on the Carrot monster, then suddenly

Broccoli monster punches Fluffy sending her flying into the

wall.

JAKE

(shouted)

Awesomongo!!!

Jake oress a button on his skateboard causing it to

TRANSFORM into a laser blaster. He FIRES LASERS out of his

laser blaster right at the Broccoli monster 5 times, then

does a karate chop on the Carrot monster chopping it in

half.

JAKE

(glad)

That’s why I am never going to eat

my vegetables ever again.

FLUFFY

You just eat some vegetables this

evening.

JADE

I meant monster vegetables.

Bruce does a body slam on a Monster Tomato and then a double

karate kick at 2 carrot monsters chopping them in half and

then karate chop 2 tomato monsters in half causing tomato

juice to SQUIRT out right at Bruce’s face.

BRUCE

(mad)

Ahh tomato juice the worse juice

ever am I drinking juice or blood.

Martin uses his tekko to cut up 3 Corn monsters into 5

pieces and then FIRES LASERS from his glasses to turn the

corn monster causing it to POP into popcorn. Martin then

does a double at 2 Carrot monsters and does a double tornado

(CONTINUED)
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kick at another Corn monster kicking it in the face and

FIRES LASERS from his glasses at the Corn monster causing it

to HAT UP and POP causing burnt popcorn to fall.

Arthur uses a knife to cut the roots that are wrapped around

Andy and Leela. Andy and Leela are free and hugged Arthur.

LEELA NICKELS

(glad)

Oh thank goodness you and your

Koala pals are here to save us.

ANDY NICKELS

Now let’s get away from this mad

woman the Plant Princess.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Everyone fallow me.

Arthur leads Leela, Andy and the other farmers through the

hole. Paul blocks a punch from the Plant Princess and then

do a leg sweep on the Plant Princess knocking her to the

ground. The Plant Princess uses her PLANT POWERS to use the

roots from the ceiling to wrap around Paul.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(grined)

Give up Koala.

PAUL

(mad)

Noway we are giving up once we are

together we never surrender.

Paul BREAKS free from the roots and then does a flying kick

at the Plant Princess hitting her in the stomach, causing

the Plant Princess to fly across the lair causing her to

CRASH into her thrown.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(mad)

Does your mother know you can’t hit

a girl.

PAUL

Sorry but the rules have change,

Koala Power.

Paul pulls out his 3 section staff and nun chucks and put

them together and TWIRLS it 3 times and swings it right at

the Plant Princess, hitting her in the face. The Plant

Princess SHOOTS out some poison needles out of her hands r

at Paul, but Paul quickly dodge the incoming needles and

(CONTINUED)
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then does a flying back kick at the Plant Princess. Paul

kicks the Plant Princess and then throw a tornado kick at

her, but suddenly ROOTS BREAK out from the floor and wrap

around Paul’s legs and raise him into the air, hanging him

upside down.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

It’s my turn now Koala.

The Plant Princess throws a kick at Paul, hitting him in the

head, and then throws punches at him in the face. Suddenly

Fluffy throws a flying jump kick at the Plant Princess

hitting her and knocks her down to the ground. Fluffy uses

her claws to cut the roots off of Paul, freeing him.

PAUL

(smiles)

Thanks Furious Fluffy.

Suddenly the Plant Princess FIRES POISON NEEDLES at Fluffy

and Paul, but they dodge the attack and Paul throws some

throwing stars at the Plant Princess, but she uses her PLANT

POWERS to GROW a tree in front of her, causing the throwing

stars to hit the tree.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(smiles evilly)

Miss me sucker.

Suddenly more Vegetable monsters BREAK out of the ground and

surround Paul and Fluffy. Paul throws a punch at the Plant

Princess and pushes her through the vegetable monsters.

Fluffy throws kicks at the vegetables around her and Paul.

Paul leaps into the air and throws a punch at the Plant

Princess hitting her in the face.

Jake continues to FIRE his laser blaster skateboard at the

vegetable monsters hitting them causing holes to appear on

their bodies, all of a sudden the roots from the ceiling

grabs Jake’s skateboard and FIRES LASERS back at Jake. Jake

dodges the laser fire and then does a back flip to kick his

skateboard out of the roots and grabs it and ZAPS the roots

from the ceiling to burn up.

Fluffy uses her kuma to cut up all of the Vegetable monsters

into pieces.

FLUFFY

And that’s how chopping vegetables

is done.

(CONTINUED)
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All of a sudden all of the little pieces to all COMBINE into

1 giant vegetable monster. The Vegetable monster throws a

punch right at Fluffy, but Fluffy uses a karate chop to chop

the giant vegetable monster in half.

Martin uses his tekko punch one of the Vegetable monsters

cutting it’s head off and then do a leg sweep on the monster

causing it to fall to the floor. All of a sudden the roots

from the ceiling grabs Martin’s legs and lifts him up in the

air and dropping him to the floor. Martin throws as many

throwing stars at the roots cutting the roots causing them

to fall from the ceiling.

MARTIN

Looks like the Plant Princess is

using the roots from the ceiling to

fight also.

Bruce judo throws a Carrot monster right to the floor and

then pulls out his kuwa and swings it right at Tomato

monster hitting it causing tomato juice to SQUIRT out from

it right at Bruce’s face.

BRUCE

(mad and confuse)

Ahh I still hate tomato juice, did

you say something Marty.

Paul swings his three section staff right at the Plant

Princess,but the Plant Princess dodged the three section

staff and throws a punch right at Paul, but Paul blocked the

punch and do a kick right at the Plant Princess kicking her

in the hip and then do a leg sweep on the Plant Princess.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(mad)

How dare you trip a girl.

PAUL

(mad)

I already told you the rules have

changed.

The Plant Princess uses her PLANT POWERS on the floor

causing the grass to wrap around Paul’s legs causing them to

pull Paul into the floor. Paul quickly FIRES his grappling

hook at the ceiling causing it to pull Paul out from the

floor and Paul kicks the Plant Princess in the face.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

(angry)

Oh it’s on.

(CONTINUED)
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The Plant Princess SNAPS her fingers causing a GIANT FLY

TRAP to appear out of the ceiling and attacks Paul, but Paul

quickly breaks free from the grass and then throws a sticky

bomb right at the fly trap’s moth, causing STICKY SLIME to

cover the fly trap’s mouth.

The Plant Princess throws a kick right at Paul hitting him

in the chest causing him to slam into the wall and then the

vines of the wall wrapped around Paul. Paul struggled to

break free. The Plant Princess SNAPS her fingers 4 more

times.

Vines from the walls WRAPS around Jake. The Roots from the

ceiling go down and wraps around Fluffy and Bruce, then the

grass from the floor wraps around Martin. All of the Koalas

struggle to get out.

The final farmer exits out of the lair through the hole and

Arthur, Andy and Leela watches at the Koalas struggle to

break free.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

It’s over Koalas you know you guys

are together you should surrender.

PAUL

WE don’t think so if we are in

trouble the Koalas always have a

back up plan, Now Arthur.

Arthur pulls out some weed spray and SPRAYED it on the roots

that are wrapped in Paul causing the roots to SHRINK letting

Paul to break free.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

What!!!

Paul karate chops the grass that is wrapped around Martin

letting Martin to break free. Martin FIRES LASERS out of his

glasses right at the vines that are wrapped around Jake

breaking him free, then Jake karate chop the roots that are

wrapped around Bruce and Fluffy breaking them free.

THE PLANT PRINCESS

No!!!

The Koalas go back into their fighting stances.

PAUL

Told you Plant Princess we never

surrender.
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THE PLANT PRINCESS

(smiles)

Oh you’re going to surrender now

The Plant Princess uses her plant powers on herself causing

the roots, vines and grass in her lair to wrap around her

turning her into a GIANT PLANT MONSTER and she ROARS at the

koalas.

PAUL

Now Koalas!!!

The Koalas all throw their sticky bombs right at the Plant

Princess causing sticky slime to cover all over her body and

causing her to stick to the wall.

PAUL

(to Martin)

Alright Marty destroy this place.

MARTIN

Done and done.

Martin presses a button on the drilling machine causing

fireworks to SHOOT out from it, hitting the ceiling and the

walls of the lair causing DEBRIS to fall down.

ARTHUR NICKELS

Come on lets get out of here.

The Koalas, Arthur, Andy and Leela all escaped from the

Plant Princess’s lair as all of the debris all on the Plant

Princess.

CUT TO

EXT. ARTHUR NICKEL’S PARENTS FARM EVENING

HAPPY GUITAR MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at the farm that

evening the Koalas and roasting marshmallows over a

campfire.

LEELA NICKELS

Well that was one hack of an

adventure for us.

ANDY NICKELS

Yes it was good to see an enemy of

yours.
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BRUCE

How is that good?

ANDY NICKELS

(answers)

Now we know who to look out for.

JAKE

Well don’t worry about that the

Plant Princess is long gone.

PAUL

(to Fluffy)

Speaking of witch Furious Fluffy

you failed the bet we have.

FLUFFY

What me as if I took that bet like

a pro.

PAUL

Nope I know you’re lying about

that.

FLUFFY

(gives up)

OK fine I lost the bet that mean I

have to wash all of your karate

uniforms.

JAKE

Don’t forget to wash mine twice it

has a lot of taco steins on it.

FLUFFY

Gross.

Everyone LAUGHS.

FADE TO BLACK


